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THE MAINTENANCE OE BEEF BREEDING COWS
INTRODUCTION
The question of economic beef production has of late years become
a very interesting and vital one. While the beef cattle industry has always
held one of the most important places among agricultural activities, yet the
highest development of any one phase of the industry has not been fully realized,
The subject of maintaining beef breeding cows has formerly been given little
attention by most people, even the practical stockman. During the early
development of the beef cattle industry in the United States, the cattlemen
xere not confronted with the same economic structure they are facing at the pres-
ent time. When, in the early days, the numerous herds of beef cattle invaded
what is now the corn-belt states which had a sparse population, they had a
better opportunity to make the early settler money than had the later herds.
During the early history of the corn belt, before it was densely
populated and before grain farming developed, the cow had free access to
unlimited acres of pasture that could be used for no other purpose. There
caxe a time, however, when the cow could no longer be given a place in the
economic role of the corn-belt farmer. As the population increased in the
rural districts, it increased even more rapidly in the cities, which demanded
more intensive methods of cultivating the vast areas that formerly belonged
to the cattle range. Consequently, large pasture areas were plowed and
devoted to a more diversified and intensified system of grain farming as
opposed to the old extensive methods that prevailed when the supply of grass
was unlimited. Tnus it was that the herds of beef cattle were necessarily
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dispersed or moved farther westward. As the present highly-specialized system
of grain fanning was being developed throughout the corn belt, an extensive
system of cattle-ranching was developed throughout the western states. For
a number of years these two systems of agriculture want hand in hand in the
economic production of beef. The western cattlemen could economically produce
feeders of an enviable type that the corn-belt farmer demanded, through which
he could make his surplus grain at a profit.
It soon became evident, however, that the western ranges were to
undergo a transformation of agricultural activities as the corn belt had done
in previous years. As the corn belt became so densely inhabited, the popula-
tion naturally spread into the western range lands. As the settlers moved
in and occupied little by little of the range area, it was rvident that the
cow would soon be crowded to her last acre of range, and hence the practical
elimination of the range industry.
The corn -be It farmer was then brought face to face with the
facts of an important and declining phase of agriculture. The question, then,
of where the future supply of feeding cattle would come from was a pertinent
one and it was obvious that each farmer must practice the mo3t rigid economy
in disposing of his surplus feed and roughages if breeding herds were to be
maintained. The breeding of cattle on high-priced land3 presupposes the
economic maintenance of beef breeding cows from which the future supply of
beef must be bred.
The fluctuation of prices, the decrease in number of cattle, and
increase of population during the last few decades are shown graphically in
Plates I and II.
In the light of the foregoing facts, a number of the state
experiment stations have been carrying on a number of investigations to obtain
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information regarding economical methods of maintaining beef breeding cows.
The data obtained, thusfar,
,
while not conclusive in every way, do throw some
light on the subject, and open up brighter prospects for the beef cattle
industry, <iven or. high-priced lands in highly-epecialized grain farcing sections
In collecting and working; up the data used in the following pages, the results
have been considered., as they were obtained on experimental farms and were
probably more accurate than those which might be secured from the average farm.
Whatever that difference may be, there is no doubt but what the principles
involved are applicable to a wider range of conditions. Most of the data
presented herein have been selected aft3r a careful study of the available
records and reports of the various stations. In most cases, nothing more
than tables showing the results are available, however, and only meager conclu-
sions can be drawn from them, in as much as the object of the tests carried
on and results obtained are applicable more or less to local conditions.
While an effort has been made to treat with justice the data obtained from
various experiment stations, yet the magnitude and comprehensiveness of the
data thu3 far obtainable from the investigations now in progress at the Illi-
nois station have been used as a basis of this thesie.
The primary object of this thesis is to deal with beef breeding
covs from the market class standpoint. I I sal, however, that a paper on
thi3 subject would not be complete without some reference to the maintenance
of pure-bred cattle and show herds, and in as much as the subject at hand
pertains to beef breeding cows, an effort has been made to collect from the
leading and most successful breeders and showmen of beef cattle some informa-
tion as to their methods of managing, breeding, feedir«_, pasturing, and
housing- their cattle. A limited space is therefore given to a presentation
of brief statements which have been collected from various sources and prepared
for this purpose.
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THE MAXVTimOI OF EFEF BREEDING- COWS
PART I
MARKET CATTLE
&BAOSB mai::ti:;ai;ce
PASTURE REQUIREMENTS FOR COVS:
In pasturing beef breeding cov.s there are two distinct systems
in practice, viz., permanent pasture and rotated pasture. A permanent pasture
seems to h3ve soma decided advantages over a pasture used in rotation with
other crops. A permanent pasture simplifies the matter of fencing, water
supply, sheds, and does away with the labor and expense of res3eding. If a
permanent pasture is properly supplemented during hard seasons, it is never
a complete failure. Th9se advantages are probably largely responsible for
the U3e of blue grass as a permanent pasture. Of the cattlemen of Illinois,
for example, 55 per cent use blue grass, 25 per cent timothy, 15 per cent
clover, and the remainder use atout equal areas of red-top, rye, cow-pea and
orchard grass.
The rotated pasture system has its advantages, however. This
system gives much better opportunity to distribute evenly on all parts of the
farm the manure produced by the cattle. The choice between a permanent and
a rotated pasture will depend on the location of the farm and the adaptability
of various portions of it for different crops.
1. ^umford, Herbert tf. Beef Production, pp. 105-109.

On land adapted to permanent pasture, probably the best pasture for
cattle grazing is the blue grass. Timothy is not a particularly valuable
pasture, while clover, alfalfa, and blue grass are admirably adapted to cattle
graiing, were it not for the tendency of the clover to cause bloat. During
the past three summers, the beef cattle division of the University of Illinois
has satisfactorily Maintained co.vs on the above-named legumes without any
trouble from bloating. It is the practice of this station to take cattle from
winter quarters ard allow them to get a fill of blue grass before turning on the
clever. The number of acres per co» or the pasture days per cow on a given
area of pasture depends on the kiui of pasture, 3tand, time cattle wor9 turned
on the pasture, and the season.
In the fall of 1913, the Illinois Station started a series of inves-
tigations concerning the maintenance of beef breeding cows. Probably one of
the most significant features of this series of investigations is the comparison
of permanent pastures with various kinds of rotated pasture composed chiefly of
legumes. While it is a well-known fact that cattle are preeminently the most
important consumers of forage crops among our domestic animals, y9t there is
practically no available data on the value of forage crops for cattle.^*
P-?",VT"T VS POTATO PASTUPES.
During the summer of 1913, red clover pasture gave approximately
as much pasture per acre as good blue grass pasture. Six two-year-old cows and
one calf were placed in a field of 8.15 acres of red clover,and a similar lot
ot cattle were placed on 7.68 actes of blue grass. It became necessary to
supplement both lots during the driest part of the summer. Tine total amounts
of supplements used were 4311 pounds and 5377 pounds of alfalfa in clover and
blue grass pastures respectively. If we figure alfalfa on the basis of
!• Ru»k, BL P. Production of Eeef Calves.
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4 tons per acre, the total area raquired to maintain a cow through the summer
season of 168 days was 1.446 aor98 in the olover lot and 1,39 acres in the blue
rrass lot.
During the summer of 1914, three lots of ten head of cows were
pastured on blue grass, with the results shown in Table II. In calculating the
daily cost and season cost, the supplementary feeds have been considered. In
calculating the days pasture per acre, only the pasture was considered.
During the summer of 1915, three lots of 10 head of cows were main-
tained on blue grass pasture, with the results shown in Table III.
In the summer of 1916, one test was made with spring-sown sweet
clover. 8. 05 acras of com 3tubble land 7/ere seeded to sweet clover in
April, and nine two-year-old pure bred heifers were turned in July 1 of the
same season. Two heifers -'ere removed after 105 days and the remaining seven
at the end of 119 days, giving in all 128 pasture days per acre. The average
gain in weight was 75.5 pounds, which was satisfactory considering the high
condition of the heifers when turned into the field. During the same season,
1.5 acres of mixed blue grass, timothy, and clover pasture failed completely
to carry a cow and calf after four and one-half months, giving only 98 pasture
days per acre with the aid of supplementary fe9d3. These results are shown in
Table IV. See also Plate III.
During the same I ess on, a second -year's stand of 3weet clover failed
to carry a cow and calf per acre. This failure was probably due to the way
in which the clover was treated. The clover wa3 allowed to get too rank a
erowth before the cattle wers turned in and one-half the field was mowed for
hay, which completely killed out a large proportion of it. (S9e Table IV, Lot I)
COP" SILAGE AS A SUPPLEMENT TO PASTURE.
A combination of 3ilage with pasture seems to be more economical
and practical than pasture alone. For the past five years, the Illinois Station
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has obtained some data on various methods of supplementing pasture with other
feeds, and silage has playod the most important past in the investigation.
During the past three summer.;, the Illinois Station has maintained one lot of
cows on a pasture allowance of one-half acre per head (see Lot II, Plate V),
another on an allowance of one acre per head (see Lot III, Plate IV), and a
third lot on a pasture allowance of 1.5 acres per head (see Lot IV, Plate V).
The first two lots have always been supplemented with cottonseed meal and silage
in the ratio of 1:40. It was necessary to supplement the third lot two years
out of three. The dats. thus far obtained are shown in Tables III, IV, V, and
indicate that the economy of utilizing a small acreage of pasture and depending
on com silage and cottonseed meal as supplementary feeds, depends upon the
season as well as upon the market price of corn in the silage. One significant
feature has been constant, viz., that from the standpoint of economy of land
involved, it always pays to supplement the pasture.^" Obviously, the most
stable comparison that can be made between full pasture and pasture supplemented
is by using the land economy as the basis. This method of comparison presents
some difficulties, since the silage and pasture are now 'the product of the same
season and the price of labor varies with different seasons and conditions.
C0R>! SILAGE AS A SUBSTITUTE FOR PASTURE.
In an effort to obtain some information as to what is the most
stable comparison between full pasture and the eoonomy of the land involved, the
Illinois Station maintained one lot of cows in dry lot through the summer
3eason. This lot of cows received cottonseed meal and silage in a ratio of 1:40
and were successfully maintained on 40 pounds of silage and 1 pound of cottonseed
meal per head per day. The economy of dry lot maintenance against full pasture
maintenance obviously depends on the yield per acre of the crop fed. The
1. -:. ?. Rusk production of Beef Calves.

average yield of silage from twelve fielia used in the experimental ailoa during
a period of eight years on th9 Animal Husbandry farm at the Illinois Station,
<ras 11.76 tons per acre. The silage used in the experiment durin? the summer
of 1913 was made from a field that produced 12.31 tons per acre. If we figure,
then, on a basis of 12 tons per acre and not consider the cottonseed meal,
the total area required to maintain a yearling heifer through a 168-day summer
period was .208 acres, while the pasture lot required 1.2 acres (about six
times as much) of pasture and alfalfa meadow to maintain one yearling heifer
through the same period. The comparison of acres in dry lot and on pasture
is shown in Table I. In figuring the pasture days per etc re for Table I, the
•'.rea added to represent the alfalfa was based on a yield of 4 tons per acre.
Since this series of experiments has been in progress, there have
t6ei only two seasons when 1.5 acres of blue grass pasture without supplementary
feeds would carry a cow suckling a calf through the grazing season. On the
other hand, it will be seen from the tables that silage -fed lots of cows have
never received over 40 pounds p9r head per day, and sometimes less, and
cottonseed meal. If we figure on a ration of 40 pounds of silage per cow per
day from land yielding 12 tons per acre, the area required to maintain a cow
through a 147-day period would be .245 acres. Table XII shows average daily
ration ani results obtained in Lot IV, which received silage as a substitute
for pasture throughout four summer tests.
WINTER MAINTENANCE
C0R XT SIL/.OE AS THE BASIS OF WINTER MAINTENANCE.
During the fall of 1912, the Illinois Station purchased 48 head
of grade Angus and Hereford cows to be used in the maintenance experiment.
They wera divided into four lots of twelve each. Some months later, the lots
were reduced to ten head each and the personnel remained practically the same
until the cloae of the summer trial of 1916.

6The results of the winter maintenance in this experiment are
shown in Tables VI to XI inclusive. The results of the first season point con-
clusively toward the economy of silage in the wintering of beef breeding cows.
A study of Table VI shows that the silage-fed cows In Lots II and IV were main-
tained at a daily cost per head of 7.1 / and 5.5. 4 respectively, and that the
former lot contained two calvas, while the latter lot had no calves. The lot
of cows on a ration of alfalfa, stover, shelled corn, and cottonseed meal did
not make as good gair.s as the lot on silage and cottonseed meal, and cost
almost three times as much per head par day for maintenance. This was the
first winter these cattle were in the test and some of them were comparatively
small, feigning approximately 475 pounds per head, which facts probably explain
the reason for so comparatively small a ccst of maintenance. During the winter
of 1913-14, these same lots, with the same equipment of sheds and and winter
protection but with different rations in which silage was the chief constituent
except in Lot I, '.vere maintained as shown in Table VII. A study of the table
reveals again the economy of silage in the winter ration for breeding cows.
A ration of broken ear corn, alfalfa, and stover failed, to maintain Lot I
over a period of 196 days, each individual cow losing 155 pounds, while the
daily cost of keeping them was 9.59 higher than the cost of any other lot,
while the cattle in Lot IV were fed a daily ration of 30 pounds of silage and
.75 pound cottonseed meal and gained 132 pounds per head, and cost daily only
5.83^.
In Lot III oat straw was substituted in place of 10 pounds of
silage and the cottonseed meal reduced to .5 pound per head per day. It
will be seen by referring to the table that this lot was not only maintained
but gained 37 pounds per head for the 196 days, and the maintenance cost per
head per day was the cheapest of any lot. This fact alone suggests the
efficient use of one of the most conn-on and abundant crops, - oat straw ; in
the maintenance ration of the breeding herds. There were six calves in Lot I
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and 5 calves in Lot II, all of which came strong and healthy.
The res-lts of the winter testa of 1914-15 show, in Table VIII,
as the previous winter test, that broke-, ear corn and straw and alfalfa do not
maintain cows without their losinr -.'.'eight, and the cows in this lot cost more
for daily maintenance. Lot II was maintained on a ration of silage, oat 3traw,
and cottonseed meal at an average daily cost of 7.9^ a3 compared with Lot II,
•shier, was maintained on cottonseed aeal aud silage a;.one at a daily cost of 3.2/'.
This shown again that oat straw of good quality has a place for economy in the win-
ter maintenance ration of beef cows. With the exception of the ration fed
Lot II, the ration fed Lot IV was the cheapest from the standpoint of economy,
and from the standpoint of economy of land involved, it was, in the long ran,
cr.eaper than the ration in Lot II.
All of the calvos dropped in this winter test -.vers strong and
healthy, the average birth weight of the cow calves was 68.71 pounds, and that
of the bull calves 76.22 pounds, or an average for the total of 71.65 pounds.
At the end of three winters of this series of experiments, none of the cows
showed any lack of thrift and were maintained in good average breeding condition
throughout the entire period.
The results of the winter of 1915-16 are shown in Table IX.
The striking feature here again is the economic use of oat straw in combination
with 3ilage and cottonseed meal. The cows in Lot I lost 222.5 pounds in weight
and were maintained at a cost of 7.5^ per head per day, or $14.50 for the winter
of 196 days. This loss in weight is probably due very largely to the fact that
there was a 100 per cent calf crop, all of which were strong and healthy, which,
of course, would naturally pull do^n the weights of the cows. The average
birth weight of the calves in this lot va3 75 pounds.
Lot II was maintained on a ration of the same feeds as Lot I,
but in different proportion of straw and silags. In this lot the average loss
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in weight waa 138.5 pounda, daily coat 8.5^, a 90 per cent calf crop with an aver-
age birth weight of 70 pounia.
Lot III waa maintained on the aame f:eda, hut in thi3 lot the
silage waa increased to 30 pounia. It will be aeen from the table that the
cows lost 196.5 pounds for t v.e 196 days and were maintained at a coat of 9.5^
or 1 $ per head per day more than Lot II. This lot had a 100 par cent calf crop
vvith an average birth weight of 71.5 pounds.
Lot II was maintained at practically a constant weight, gaining
only 1 pound for the entire lot for the entire period. The daily cost was 10.5^,
with a 100 per cent calf crop, with an average birth weight of 76.5 pounds. This
table shows that with the increase in amount of silage fed to the different lot3,
and with a gradual ie crease of other feeds to 100 per cent silage ration, there
was a gradual decrease in loss of weight or a gradual gain from -222.5 pounds
in Lot I up to a +1 pound gain in Lot IV f or the entire period. Similarly, the
table ahovrs that with the gradual increase in oat at raw, there waa a gradual
decrease in the daily coat from 10.6^ to 7.5£. Considering the fact that there
waa a 100 per cent calf crop, all strong and healthy, and that the cows suckled
th9ir calvea well and maintained a practically constant weight throughout the
period, cottonaeed meal and corn ailago in a ratio of 1:40 is the most 8atisfactory
ration.
Lot IVa waa fed a daily ration of 5 pounda of alfalfa and 15.76
pounia straw, cost 5.7^ per head daily, lost 136 pounds per head in weight and
gave a calf crop of only 70 p3r cent.
During the winter of 1916-17, four lots of cows were maintained
on rat ions, with the results shown in Table X.
Lota I and II received the saine kind of feeds, but the oat straw
fed to Lot II was cut and mixad with the 3ilage, the theory here being to
disguise the straw and induce the cows to consume more of it. Ho.vever, the oat
straw disguised the silage and the cows did not consume enough more of the straw

9to Justify cutting it. The cows in these two lots lost la Wight but the cows
that received uncut oat straw lost an average of 26 pounds more than those that
received the oat straw.
During the first 39 days of the test, Lot III received green
stover silage ad libitum. They consumed an average of 68.21 pounds of stover
and 1 pouni of cottonseed meal. The substitution of alfalfa hay in Lo„ Ill in
the place of cottonseed meal, and the addition of alfalfa hay with a reduction
of silage and oat straw decreased the efficiency of the ration and increased the
cost
.
cor:: silacf vs othfp. unter feeds.
A study of the tables tabulated from the series of investigations
reveal some interesting facts. Corn silage has been used continually from the
fail of 1912 to 1916 with other feeds, and one lot was maintained exclusively
on cottonseed meal and silage in the ratio of 1:40. During the winter of 1912,
a lot (Lot IV) of 10 head of yearling3 were kept in good growing condition and
gained 149 pounds per head, at a daily cost of 5.5/, A similar lot of calves
on a rotation of alfalfa, stcver, shelled corn, cottonseed meal, at a daily
C03t of 9.9/, made a gain of only 115 pounds for the period. During the
winter of 1913-14, some oat straw was substituted in place of the silage and
decreased the daily cost .3 f, but also decreased the gains in proportion.
Where other feeds were combined with 3ilage in the winter test, the gains de-
creased and cost increased. These same results are shown in the table for the
winter of 1914-15. While the difference in feed C03t is not so great, there
is a difference in favor of cottonseed meal and silage.
Table IX for the winter of 1915-16 shows the various combinations
of cottonsaei meal, silage, and oat straw, the cottonseed maal and silage in the
ratio of 1:40 and straw increasing from Lot I to Lot 3 with a decrease in silage
to a 100 per cent silage ration in Lot IV. The daily cost increases from
t)
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7.4/ ia Lot I to 10.6/ la Lot IV, and the gains vary from a loss of 222.5 pounds
per cow in Lot I to a gain of 1 pound par lot in Lot IV. The results of the
test in ever: case point to the economy and efficiency of corn silage in the
winter ration of beef cows.
THF. L0NG-C0?TTINUTD USE OF COR" 8XLA0S*
3ne of the problems involved in the series of investigations at the
Illinois Station and which received first consideration was the exclusive use of
corn silage and cottonseed meal in the winter ration of beef breeding cows. At
the beginning of the experiment, in the fail of 1912, one lot of calves 7/as
started on a ration of corn silage and cottonseed meal. They .vera kept on
dry lot and bedded with shavings. These heifers ware maintained on this ration
until they had reached maturity and dropped their first crop of calves, at which
time one-half the cows were taken out of this lot for another phase of the
experiment. The remaining five cows were carried through two pregnancy periods,
four years, on a ration of com silage and cottonseed meal alone. Table XIII
is an extract of other tables that included this particular lot and briefly
su^-arizes the data obtained.
The table shows the average daily ration for the different seasons,
cost, weights and gains of the cows, and birth weights of the calves. The
average daily ration varies from 25 po.mds of silage and .625 pound of cottonseed
meal during the winter of 1912-13, to 40 pounds of silage and 1 pound of cotton-
seed meal after the heifers had reached maturity. The cottonseed meal and
silage were kept in th9 ratio of 1 to 40. The weights and gains, as shown
in the table, show a normal growth. These weights do nox show the highest
weight which the cows may have attained as they were taken between the winter
and summer period. The heaviest •./eights tere made before parturition and the
1
smallest weights during the summer whan the cows were heavily suckled.
1. -usk, H. P. Com Beit Eesf Cattle Industry in Wat.
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Ths table ahowa an 80^ calf crop for the summer of 1915 and a
100? crop for 1916. No other lot of the experiment produced aa good a calf
crop on the average aa thia lot did. The average birth weights of the calvea
in 1915 and 1916 were 77.75 pounda and 76.5 pounds reapectively. These weights
are larger than the average in the other lots. The majority of the calvea
•xsri heifers, and the recoria of the lots show that the birth weight of bull
calves is considerably larger than the weight of the heifsr calve3.
CORN STOVER SILAG-E.
The prevailing method of siloing corn seems to be the siloing of the
entire corn plant. In some instances, the market price of corn tends to operate
against the practice of utilizing corn this way. It is possible, however, to silo
the stover alone but this necessitates harvesting the ears before they are mature
enough to crib. The Illinois Station siloed the green ears and stover separately
la the fall of 1915. The green stover gave good results in the maintenance
of breeding cows. 70 pounds of this stovsr 3ilage and 1 pound of cottonseed
meal per head daily kept the cows gaining a little more than 1,5 pounds per
head par lay for approximately two months. The green ear corn silage gave
encouraging results in fattening calves. This meagre information led to a
thorough study of the situation by Dr. H. S, G-rindley and Professor H. P. Rusk.
They *ere led to believe that it would be feasible to cut the corn at the proper
time for shocking, alio* it to stand ir. the shock unti_ the ears had cured suf-
ficiently to crib, and then ailo the stover. This proposition was outlined to
the Association of American Portland Cement Manufacturers, and they became
interested enough to aecure the donation of cement for the const met ion of a
battery of six concrete silos. These silos were filled as follows:
Silo No. 2 - green stover
Silo No, 4 - dry stover and 8 pounds water to 12 pounds of stover.
Silo No. 5 - dry atover and 10 pounds water to 12 pounds stover
Silo No. 6 - dry stover and 12 pounds water to 12 pounds stover.
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Silo Mo. 7 - dry stover and 12 pounds water to 12 pounds stover £
of l£ of Blackstrap molasses.
Silo "o. 8 - normal com silage
This stover was siloed about January l« On January 26, 50 cows
were divided into lots of 10 head each and an experiment was carried on for a
period of 98 days as shown in Table XI. The silage was fed out of silo o. 4
at the end of 84 days ani green stover silage from silo No. 2 was substituted.
The silage in silo No. 5 was fed out at the end of 76.5 days and the silage from
silo No. 7 substituted. The silage in silo No. 6 was fed out at the end of
42 days and the silage fror. silo No. 7 substituted. The normal silage from
silo No. 8 last?d through the entire experiment. A study of this table shows
that the silage from silo No. 5 was the most efficient in maintaining the cows
and was the cheapest ration used. The cows of this lot did not lose an average
weight equal to the weight of the calves dropped. The birth weight of the
calves averages larger than the weights of calves dropped previous seasons.
There were a total of 31 calves dropped in the stover lots. Two of these were
bom dead and one other died soon after it was dropped. These calves were all
small, two of them being a pair of twins, that weighed 22 pounds each. The
BUthor took the other calf away from the cow and it appeared to be somewhat
immature and malformed. All of these calves were in the same lot. All the
rest of the calves dropped in the stover lota were strong and healthy. One
cow in Lot III dropped a pair of twins, one bull calf and one cow calf that
weighed 57 pounds and 60 pounds respectively. The initial weight of this cow
was 1180 and final weight was 975, giving a loss of 205 pounds. All the cows
of this lot were in good thriving condition at the close of the test. In
Lot IV one cow dropped one bull calf of 63 pounds weight on April 26, and on
Kay 1 dropped a cow calf of 73 pounds weight. The initial weight of thi3 cow
was 1000 pounds and final weight 835 pounds, a loss of 116 pounds. This loss
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of weight is 21 pounds lass than the birth weight of the two calves, showing that
the cow actually gained while suckling the twins. See Plate IX. The condition
of the cows of all lots and tneir winter quarters are shown in Plates VI, VII,
and VIII.
PALATABILITY TEST
In order to determine the relative palatability of the silage used
in the winter experiment of 1918, 26 cows were put on the test at the pure bred
barn. The theory was to feed the cows silage ad libitum Trom tne battery of
silos in separate bunks and record all refused silage at the end of the test.
For the first few days the cows cleaned up all silage and the feed .vas weighed
proportionately. At the end of two weeks after the cows had become accustomed
to the silage, t::e test was closed and pictures taken of the arrangement of
bunks for the test and the aiaounts of silage left in the bunks. The results
of this test am shown photographically in Plate X and XI. These plates show
that the degree of palatability ranged a3 follows: 1st silo, No. 5 - water
and stover 8 - 12; 2nd silo, No. 2 - green 3tover; 3rd silo, No. 4 - water and
stover 8 - 12; ari 4th silo, 6-7 water and stover in equal amounts and
£ of l£ of Blackstrap molasse3 respectively was the least palatable.
MISCELLANEOUS DATA
The first available data on the subject at hand were obtained from
an experiment at the University of Illinois conducted by Professor H. ^. 'lumford.^
The object of the experiment was to compare cheap feeds readily available on
Illinois farms for maintaining beef breeding cows. Feeds were siloed which
are not considered as cash crops of the farm, but those which are usually allowed
to go to waste. The corn plant in soine form was used as the basis of the
1. The ^laintenance of Eeef Breeding Cows. LIumford, Herbert ff. 111. Bui. 111.
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winter feeds. Three lots of ten head each of grade Aberdeen Angus cows were
wintered as shown in Table XIV.
A study of the table shows that the cows in Lot 1, or the silage-fed
lot, mads the highest gains of any lot, but at more than twice the coat. Those
co#s were weighed individually and also by group. From the weights, it was
found that, beside the cows which calved, there were three cows in Lot 3 that
lost in weight, one losing as much as 100 pounds, while one cow in this lot
gained 136 pounds. In Lota 1 and 2, no cows lost in weight, except those that
calved before the end of the test. During the progress of the experiment,
the cows in Lote I and II were noticed to be in rruch more thrifty condition than
the cows of Lot III.
Practically the same areas of corn were used in Lots I and II,
that is, an equal amount of com was fed to these two lots, but one received its
corn as corn silage and the other in the form ot shock corn. From the table it
will be seen that shock com, corn stover, or shredded stover in combination with
other feeds is much the cheapest ration, but the condition of the cows on this
ration shows that it was least efficient.
During the winter of 1915-16, Mr. E. t. Sheets maintained three
lots of cows of ten head each on the rations and obtained results as shown in
Table XV. This table showsthat corn silage in combination with mixed hay and
wheat straw did not satisfactorily maintain cows approximating 850 pounds in
weight. The addition of 1.5 pounds of cottonseed meal and 5 pounds of silage
per head daily greatly increased the efficiency of the ration. A daily ration
of 10 pounds of mixed hay, 15 pounds of shock corn, and 2.1 pounds of wheat straw c
did satisfactorily maintain cows of approximately 850 pounds in weight.
Mr. E. M. Sheets, of the Teat Virginia Station, recor.mer.ds the rat ions tabulated
1
in Table XVI as efficient rations for wintering breeding cows.
Sheets, E. M. W. Va. Agr. Dept. Bui. 30: 23-8. 1917.
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Mr. S. H. Ray, of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, recommends
the fattenin? rations for maintaining beef breeding cows of 1000 pounds weight.
Ration 1
Corn silage 40 p unds
1.5
Ration 2
Corr. stover
Corn silage
Oat straw
C.S.M.
10 pounds
30 * n
5 "
1 ^ound
Ration 3
L.S.O. M.
Shredded stover
Clover hay
1 pound
20 pounds
4 "
Ration 4
Corn stover
Corn
Alfalfa
Ration 5
C.S.M.
Corn stover
Johnson grass
Ration 6
L.S.O.M.
Corn and cob meal
Hay (non-legume)
20 pounds
3
4
.
"
2 pounds
10 "
20 "
.75 pound
4 c oun s
15 "
The above rations are probably efficient, particularly in some
sections of the country where these feeds are grown. Ration No. 1 is exactly
the same as will be found for the ration that successfully maintained beef cows
at the University of Illinois, except it contains .5 pound moro of cottonseed
meal.
In an experiment conducted at the Indiana Experiment Station to
test the feeding value of oat straw, it was found that a ration of com silage,
corn, and cottonseed meal was just as efficient for economy and extent of gain3
when used with oat straw as when fed witn clover hay. The same station recom-
2
mends the following ration as being suitable for wintering beef breeding cows:
Ration 1 Ration 3
Oat straw
Silage
C.S.M. or L.S.O.M.
Ration 2
Straw
C.-.M. or oil cake
10 pounds
20
1 pound
20 pounds
2
Oat 3 -raw 10 pounds
Shock corn 10 1
C.S.M. or
L.S.O.M. 1 pound
Ration 4
1. Pay, S. H.
2. Purdue A*. 11:22-3. Fob. '17.
111. Farmers Bui. 811:1-122,
Stover
C.S.M. or
L.S.O.M.
1917.
35 pounds
1 pound

These rations would appear somewhat light in comparison with other
rations that have given good results.
Mr. B. 0. Severson\ of the Pennsylvania Station, maintained one
lot of Shorthorn cows and one lot of Aberdeen Angus cows for three years with
feeds and results as shown in Table XVII. In writing of the results of tne
experiment, ir. Pennsylvania Bulletin 150, Mr. Severson says: "Beef breeding
cows were maintained during the winter months in good breeding condition on a
ration of corn silage in amounts to satisfy the appetite, supplemented with
either cottonseed meal (Lot II) or linseed meal (Lot I) at a rate of one pound
p3r cow daily. These supplementary feeds have, for all practical pxirposes
under conditions of this experiment, a similar feeding value. The linseed
oil meal was more expensive and caused slightly more laxative effects than
cottonseed meal. Cows nourishing calves consume more feed than cows without
calves. Cows of the Aberdeen Angus and Shorthorn breeds were maintained equally
well in this investigation. On a live weight basis, the air dry matter in
feeds consumed was identical in both lots. Where corn silage contains more
than 75 per cent of air dry moisture (water) it should be be supplemented with
other dry rcugr.nge, since the feed capacity of the corn is not sufficient to
prevent excessive losses in weight, particularly by "deep milking" cows nourishiu
calves. Only one cow was "off feed" during the three winters reported in this
bulletin. Their appetites were keen at all times.' Mr. Severson reports in
the same bulletin the guir.ua! cost of maintaining beef breeding cows at varying
prices of feed and total expenses of cows as shown in Table XVIII.
The summary of pasture experiments at the Pennsylvania Station
is shown in Table XIX. In writing of the summer maintenance of the two lots
1. Severson, 3. 0. Pa. Bui. 150.
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of cows, Mr. Severson says: "The cows wero kept on blue grass pasture with
calves at their sides during the summer montha. It waa found that for profit-
able teef production the utilization of paature to the greatest possible extent
is necessary. The paature waa allowed to reaeed itself by conserving the
graas in early 3prin^, in order to maintain a aurplue of graas during the mid-
summer. Therefore the cattle made their greatest gain during tho aummer months.
Alternating the stock on t.vo pastures at two-week intervals improved the pasture
graaa. Over-grazing in the fall cauaed late pasture in the spring. The
pasture used in this investigation was improved by grazing out the first three
years of the investigation to the extent of 15 per cwt. in the summer of
1915; 19 per cwt. in the summer of 1916; and 23.3 per cwt. in the summer of 1917
(cased on increased number of cattle on aama area)."
1
Profeaaor W. A. Cochel of the Kansas Station haa just finished
a winter te8t in which he used Hereford cows. The feeda uaed and results
obtained are shown in Tables XX and XXI. From Table XX, it fill be seen that
Lot 7, receiving silage, wheat 3traw, and corn fodder, was maintained satis-
factorily in weight at approximately one-third the cost of the cows in the
other three lots, but this lot produced only a 4C£ calf crop.
2
At the Kansas Fort Hays Station, Cochel maintained sixty-four
mature beef breeding co~s from December 16, 1914, to April 14, 1915, to obtain
some data regarding the most economical methods of wintering beef breeding cows.
The total amount of feed used .vac* 57.75 tons of kafir 3ilage, 15.86 tons of
kaf ir stover, 16.64 tons of wheat straw, and 23.37 tons of alfalfa hay, supple-
mented with 4,632 pounda of linseed cake and 2,970 pounds of cottonseed cake.
The total value of the feed used was $480.10 or $7.50 per head.
1. Cochel, W. A. F.ationa for Wintering Breeding Cows.
2. Kansas Industrialist. Vol. 41, May 1, 1915.
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One lot of cows was wintered on the open range at a total cost of
$8.84 per cow for feed and labor as compared with $8.23 in the lot with access to
an open shed. In a comparison of linseed and cottonseed cak9, it was found
that the cows which were fed one pound of linseed cake daily as a supplement made
a slight increase in weight, while those fed the same amount of cottonseed cake
did not quite maintain their original weight. This difference was probably due
to the fact that a greater proportion of the cows that received cottonseed cake
had calved when the final weights were taken.

I,
r'T:AF7 OF PROJECT 225.
1. During the summer of 1913, blue grass pasture gave slightly
better results than red clover when both were supplemented with alfalfa, requiring
1.39 acres and 1.44 acres respectively to carry a two-year-old heifer through
the grazing season. On a dry lot, it required .208 acres in terms of silage
to carry a yearling heifer the same number of days.
2. During the summer of 1914, blue grass pasture supplemented with
cottonseed meal and silage gave 190.17 pasture days against 88.78 pasture days
on blue grass pasture supplemented with alfalfa hay an i oat straw.
3. The results of pasture tests during the summers of 1915, 1916,
and 1917, show that the smaller the area of pasture and the greater the amount of
silage substituted, the fewer the acres required pec cow and the greater the
number of pasture days per acre.
4. During the summer of 1916, spring-30wn sweet clover pasture
without supplement gave 128 pasture days againax 98 pasture days on a mixed
pasture supplemented with silage and cottonseed meal.
5. During the same aeason a second season's pasture of 3weet
clover gav3 147 pasture days per acre with the aid of 2.675 tons of alfalfa hay
as a supplement.
6. Since thil series of investigations began, there have been
only two seasons -,7hen 1.5 acres of blue grass pasture would carry a cow suckling
a calf through the grazing season.
7. During the winter of 1912-13, silage and cottonseed meol proved
just as efficient for maintaining yearling and two-year-old heifers as a ration
of alfalfa hay, shelled corn, corn stcvar, and cottonseed meal, and at practi-
cally one-half the cost. These results were repented in 1913-14.
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8. During the winter of 1914-15, a ration of silage, cottonseed
Mlj and oat straw, proved to be mors efficient and cost approximately only
three-fourths as much as a ration of broken ear corn, alfalfa, and oat straw.
9. The larger the percent of oat straw in a ration of silage and
cottonseed meal, the less efficient and cheaper the ration.
10. Breeding costs can be successfully grown from calfhood to
maturity and through two periods of pregnancy on a ration of corn silage and
cottonseed meal alone, without affecting their normality or that of their
offspring.
11. Feeding cut oat straw uixed .vith the silage did not economize
or increase the efficiency of the ration.
12. Green stover silage and dry stover 3ilage,. when fed according
to appetite, are as efficient in maintaining breeding cows as normal silage when
limited to 40 pounds per head daily.
13. From a general economical standpoint under present conditions,
it will pay to winter breeding cows on the by-products of the corn-grazing
industry and conserve the grain for other uses.
14. When the market price of corn fall3 back to normal, this
practice may not be so economical as at present.
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PART II
PURE BRED CATTLF A\TD SHOT HERDS
There is a close relationship between market cattle and pure
bred cattle. The "breeder of pure breds must have a place for his cattle
which are not good enough to use for the raising of breeding cattle.. On
the other hand, the breeder of market cattle has a place, at the head of the
herd at least, for a pure bred.
There seems to be no available data on the exact cost of maintain-
ing the pure bred herds and show cattle. It has been possible, however, to
collect from various sources some information as to how the most successful
breeders and showmen manage and feed their cattle.
IN THE COR!T BELT-
Probably one of the earliest and most influential men in the
beef cattle business in modern times was Thomas Clark, of Beecher, Illinois.
r riting on practical herd management in The Story of the Hsrefords, he says:
"In regard to my method of handling a breeding herd, I shall first
of all tell how I would handle the breeding bull. He should be kept in good
breeding condition. I think some breeders keep their breeding bulls too
thin. I believe a bull will sire calves with stronger constitutions and
better flesh carriers if he is maintained in good flesh. In managing my
breeding bulls I kept them away from the cattle as much as possible, giving
them good roomy stalls with small yards adjoining so they could get all the
axerciae needed to keep them straight on their legs and active. I fed equal
parts of ground corn and oats with a little bran and oilmeal added, and fed
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three times a day about all thev would clean up. But be sure that they clean
it up at all times. Also feed good sweet hay; I prefer clover to any other
kind.
"I managed my breeding cows as follows: I preferred to breed
them so that they would have calves from Jan. 1 to April 1, except a few that
I wanted to have calves for show purposes. Those I would breed to calve from
B«pt« 1 to Jan. 1. All cows that would not have calves until February and up
to April I kept alone in a yard with an open shed well bedded, so that they
could go in and lie down comfortably. If kept in that way they are more
healthy and their calves will be stronger and more thrifty. Besides you sava
labor and feed. I beliave that the less you D0T6 co~;b around while pregnant
the better. Two or three weeks before they -sere due to calve I took them up
and put them in loose boxstalls, ani fed them liberally on ground com and oats
with a small allowance of oilmeal. After calving lat the calves run with
them for three or four weeks in the boxstalls so that they can suckle whenever
they wish. But I would turn the cow out in the morning, and put her back in
the stall at noon and feed her after the calf had nursed. Then I would turn
her out again until evening, *hen I jrould put her back in the stall for the
night with her calf. After the calf is four w^eejcs old separate cow and calf,
suckling the calf twice a day. Place shelled corn and oats in a trough where
the calf can go and eat at will. You will be surprised how quick it will
begin to eat.
"TThen grass came I turned cows ani calves out together on pasture
and let them run until flies got bad, and then took the calves up and fed as
before, brining the cows in mornings and evenings and letting the calves suck.
I separated my bulls fro:- the heifers, and fed the culls all they would eat
of ground corn and oats, equal part3, with a little oilmeal.
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"I would not breed heifers until eighteen to t.venty months old,
so as to have them near three years old when dropping their first calves.
I would breed thaa so as to have their first calves in the spring if possible,
in order to get them quickly on grass, which will make them give more milk for
the calves."
In a brief resume of how the Harris herd is handled, Mr. Karris,
writing in The Story of the Herefords, says!
"Our Hereford breeding herd since its establishment twenty years
ago has been handled in as practical and economical a manner as we have known
how to practice. Dur pastures are more or less protected by timber, and
many cows in our herd have never seen the inside of a bam or shed. Located
in one of the best bluegra3s regions of the world, the summer ration of our
herd is iluegrass - plenty of it and nothing elee.
"During the early winter stalk fields and bluegrass which has
not been heavily grazed furnish an abundance of feed. Later, corn fodder,
clover and timothy hay are supplied as required to keep the breeding herd in
strong thrifty condition. In the late winter and early spring months cows
that are heavy milkers, and we. have many such in our herd, are given a little
extra feed - anything in the form of corn chop or cottonseed. We find that the
rugged hardy constitutions of the Herefords do not require that they be pro-
vided with expensive barns for winter shelter; in fact, we do not even find
it necess?ry to provide sheds of any kind for them. We have never, even
during the most severe winters known in this section of the country, found it
necessary to give our older cattle protection, and we have never had losses
from exposure. By this method our breeding herd is carried through the year
at a minimum cost and maintains a very thrifty and healthy condition.
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"Calves
,
except tnose intended for show purposes, are allowed
to run with their dams on the pasture during the summer. When old enough to
wean they are placed in a pasture or yard by themselves and are riven a light
grain ration during the winter, and except in the most severe weather are n^ver
housed at all. During the second summer bluegrass is their chief diet and
they seldom if ever taste grain agairi. Our heifers are bred at from eighteen
to twenty-four months of age and it is seldom that we find it necessary to give
a heifer any assistance in the way of feed while nursing her first calf, except
what she gathers herself. Young bulls generally require a light feed of
grain once a day during their second summer to insure the best development and
growth.
"Our herd and stock bulls, all of which have at some time been
grand champions in the leading shows, are not kept in extremely high condition
after we are through exhibiting them. They have the run of small grass
paddocks. This gives them an opportunity for plenty of exercise and an
abundance of fresh air and a sun shed, our aim being to keep them in strong
vigorous condition. Eeau Donald 5th, now sixteen years old, has been handled
in this manner and is still active and doing good service.
"Our experience with close in-breeding has been very limited,
as we h?.ve never looked with a greet deal of favor upon such a practice. It
is our belief that it should only be undertaken in the hands of the most
skillful breeders, and then only with such animals as are practically perfect
in every respect. T,e have never kept an accurate account of the exact
cost of maintaining our breadin- herd, but we do know that our Herefords have
made us plenty of money, as well as being the source of a great deal of
pleasure and satisfaction."
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On© of the breeders and 8howmen,'.7hosa name haa recently become
familiar anong the pure bred cattlemen, and who haa made an excellent showing
with beef cattle, is Robert H. Haxlett of Eldorado, Kansas. Writing on
practical herd management in The Story of the Hereforda, hs says:
"I shall state in the beginning that I believe in giving the young
animala a chance. With thia in view I try to grow them out as much as possible,
kejping them at all tines in good thrifty condition - not striving to make
them fat, but on the contrary to produce real development by feeding for flesh,
bone and size.
"Speaking of the heifera, specially: From the time they are
weaned they are kept separate from all other cattle, in pasture in summer
and in corrals, with open sheda for protection from storms, in winter. During
the time they are not on pasture they are fed a grain ration consiating of a
small percentage of corn, a larger percentage of barley uaually, and a
considerably larger percentage of oats. All this feed is ground and fed
mixed with kafir corn and cane silage or cut cane fodder and alfalfa hay. In
addition to thi3 mixed feed they have aa rough feed cut Cane and alfalfa hay
with occasionally a feed of prairie hay aa a change of ration. . They get
practically no grain during the aumner, although at times when the weather
ia dry and the grass not vary nutritious it is necessary in order to keep them
in condition to give those under one year old a light feed of grain once a
day. The older ones have no grain in summer. It is my opinion that better
breeding animals result from being handled in this way than if they are
allowed to become stunted in any degree because of lack of proper nourishment
during the developing period.
"After the breeding cows are two years old, with an occasional
individual exception for a short time, they get no grain ration whatever,
either summer or winter. They have the bluestem grasspaeture for summer
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feeding and are wintered mainly on sorghum and alfalfa. Most of this feed
is ran through the cutter, and lately the sorghum is fed in the form of silage.
Exoept those near calving and those having young calves, the cows are not put
in bams at all, but for protection nan to sheds open to the south during the
winter months. V'hether in pastures in surmer or in lots in winter, I like to
keep the aged cows, two-year-old heifers, yearling heifers and heifer calves
separate.
"The bull calves are fed and handled in much the same way as the
heifers, except that they are not allowed to run with the dams in pastures
beyond the time they are around four to five months' old. After that and until
they are weaned they are kept in lots near the barn, the cows being brought in
and the calves 3uckled twice a day. After being weaned they are not fed
in open lots 33 are the heifers but are tied up and fed, each one by himself.
We have what we call a 'bull bam' for these weanlings where they remain until
sold. Around this barn are several lots in which these calves are kept, a
few in each lot. They are in these open lots practically all the time,
except when brought in for their feed of grain. I find that they do better
when I feed them separately in this way than when I attempt to feed a number
of them together. In the open peni they get the benefit of fresh air, sun-
shine and exercise.
"From the time our herd bull3 are herd bulls are from twenty -four
to thirty months old, being practically matured, they have a very light grain
ration, usually once a day, With alfalfa hay, prairie hay and cane fodder.
Each ha3 a separate lot and an open shed, never beinj- kept in bams. They
are not kept fat, but in good thrifty condition.
"My first purchase of purebred Herefords was that of an entire
herd consisting of only fourteen females, cows, heifers and heifer calves, and
two bull calv3S. One of the cows was by Stonemason by Eeau Real by Anxiety
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4th. This cow was the dam of one of the bull calves, his sire being Wild peau
by Beau Real. Wild Beau was a full brother to the famous Wild Tom. All the
younger females in the little herd were sired by Wild Beau. I retained this
calf, out of the Stonemason co*, and used him on all the cows and heifers
except hi3 dan. I was without experience as a breeder at that time and knew
practically nothing of different bloodlines or the different families , but the
results of this very conservative close breeding •vere quite satisfactory and my
young bulls found ready sale at fair prices from the beginning. I did not
offer for sale any of the cows or heifers.
"To avoid breeding heifers to their own sire I soor. bought
another bull, a very good individual with a greater concentration of Anxiety
4th blood than anything in my herd at that time, and the results f rom his
use proved very satisfactory. In fact, there is no doubt but that there was
an improvement in the produce of my herd from his use. Later, when the
heifers sired by this bull were coming of an age to be bted, having the
prevailing idea that too close breeding -.7as to be avoided I bought two young
bulls of different breeding fror. my cows and from each other. One of them
.vas a son of a famous show bull. Each was a good individual and of a
family very popular at the time. These ?.-ere used in the herd but with quite
disappointing results, so much so that I disposed of both of them. Before
they were sold, but after I had decided to dispose of them, I bought a third
out-cross, s. show bull with quite a record, a half-brother on his sire's
side to a verv famous prize-winner which wa3 grand champion at the larger
state fairs, the American Royal, and the International. This purchase ,vas
also an outstanding iniividual, but the results in my herd from hi3 U3e were
9ven mor9 disappointing than those from the use of the two preceding him and
he also was disposed of. I then decided to return to the Anxiety 4th breeding
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through a;ns of Beau Srummel and others traoing to Don Carlos, by Anxiety 4th,
and have continued in the same line to the present time.
"From my experience with out-crosaea I am compelled to believe
that whatever success I may have attained as a breeder is due largely to the
fact of persistent close-breeding. At least, so far the results of such
close-breeding as has been practiced at Hazford Place hart been very satisfacto-
ry. Undoubtedly some other elements have incidentally entered in, for
instance, selection and environment. Both of these, however, are necessary
to real successful constructive breeding in any hard.
Tnils it may possibly be true that the persistent promiscuous
breeding of closely related animals, without discrimination or selection, may
bring greater disaster than the persistent matlag of promiscuously bred
animals, yet from my observation and experience, if only worthy animals,
those of good conformation, quality and breed character, are used for breeding
purposes the ultimate results are bound to be better in the cl03ely bred hard,
producing offspring more uniform in 'cype and more uniformly equal or superior
to either sire or dam. /.fter all, this is only another way of 3aying that
'like begets like or the like of some ancestor.'
"If it is possible that close-breeding in itself will produce
a weakness or defect in the offspring when both sire and dam are of outstanding
merit, neither having this weakness or defect and both tracing back to the
sa-re ancestors of equal merit, there must be for such a result a demonstrable
scientific reason. So far investigators and students of the science of
breading have not discovered any physiological or other scientific reason.
If neither sire nor dam, however closely related, has a certain or particular
defect or weakness and none of their ancestors has been affected with such
defect or weakness their offspring will not have it as a result of this mating.
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The quite common notion that it is otherwise, and that defects and weaknesses a
the necessary results of blood concentration, undoubtedly had its origin in
sentiment ani survives on 'common report, 1 scarcely anyon3 having attempted
to solve the problem by persistent, patient, personal effort,
"Custom may make law, but tradition never established or created
a physical or scientific fact, nor can folk-lore make or change a lavr of
nature.
"
C. A. Tow has to his credit a marked success in the development
of a pure bred herd, and in recent shows. Writing on practical herd manage-
ment in The Ftory of the 'ierefords, he says:
"It if about eight years ago since I became the owner of my first
registered Hereford cow. It ^as bread and butter with me, so every cow had
to make good. The cows of breeding age will care for themselves if given
half a chance. We always aim to care well for the younger ones. Our cows
are all run on grass in summer and those giving milk or heavy in calf are
housed in winter. le feed nice clean oat straw in connection with 3ilage
for winter roughness. The young calves and yearlings are always run in
paddocks around the barn where they get their feed. We always keep our
calves separate from their dams. They are suckled in barns or yards. Our
ye?.rling heifers and short two-year-olds are left to run in open sheds in
winter and are fed their 3ilage and hay in racks. We breed everything at the
halter and never breed a heifer younger than nineteen months. Our young
bull calves are separated from the heifer calves at about four months' old.
We try and grow them all alike, giving them all an equally good chance to make
good. Our herd bulls are housed in winter ani grained daily the year around,
except for only a few months in summer when grass is good their grain may be
shut off. They have boxstails to run in when in the barns.
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"In regard to the 'doubling in' of blood in the breeding of
cattle, I am verv much opposed to the practice as a general proposition.
I know that in some cases it has brought good ones, but we sometimes forget
to mention the oases where it has failed. I may add that the cattle business
has been a success with me thus far, and I believe that the beef cow is as
sound an investment asa farmer can make."
One man, whose judgment is almost universally recognized and
respected in the beef cattle industry, is John Letham. Writing on practical
herd management in The Story of the Herefords, he says:
"The management of a breeding hard is not a very complex problem
if you kaep close to nature. Abundant pasture and pure -rater easily reached
in summer, well ventilated barns for the cov.'S and young calves and good, dry,
Tell bedded open sheds for the yearlings and two-year-olds in winter are all
that are necessary for success. If these simple requirements were followed
re '.vr.ui hear but little a DUt abort io*j tuberculosis, 10ours j foal-feet
and many of the troubles that plague the caretakers and dishearten the owners.
It is astonishing in going over the country how many cattle one finds which
have insufficient pasture and filthy water, or only water at intervals. And
yet they are expected to make good returns for their owners. In winter the
conditions are deplorable even with men who mean well. Many cf the costly
bank barns are hotbeds of disease. Ventilation was never once considered
by the architects and drainage was entirely forgotten, even where the cupola
is a work of art resembling Joseph's coat of many colors. Go into such a
barn at 5 a.m., where 50 to 100 cattle are housed. Tha hot, moist atmosphere
meets you; it is past being unsanitary; it is impure, death-dealing to man
and beast alike. At 3 a.m. these cattle are turned cut into a yard resembling
a hog wallow, there to stand in the storm or zero weather till 4 p.m. And
breeders will talk about having bad luckl This is not an overdrawn picture.
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It it only too common and surely means the survival of the fittest in the end.'
"When managing a breeiinz h9rd the bull ia half the herd at all
times, so we turn to hia fifat. A paddock of 2 acres or leaa with a comfort-
able shed and boxatall in one end makea the ideal qusrters for the herd bull.
The shed should have a loft above to hold the hay and straw, so as to be handy
in winter and to keep it cool in summer. Tnen you car have the breeding pit
under cover in the shed. In many of the states no door i3 necessary. Let
it open to the south and the bull will generally use good judgment. Should
the young bull be lonesome turn a cow safe in calf with him for company. In
this way you will conserve his virility and lengthen his life and usefulness.
Feed him enough to keep him strong and vigorous all the time without loading
him up with a lot of superfluous inside fat or outside tallow. Blood, bone
and flesh are what you want in a herd bull. After getting his growth he
shoald never vary 100 pounds summer or winter. This letting down and building
up procedure is always disastrous. So far as my experience goes the single
3ervi:e gets as many calves as the double or triple service,, provided the cows
are in proper season and healthy. A radical change of pasture during a dry
spall, ergot on the gras3, changing to silage, heavy feeding of cottonseed meal,
etc., have been the causes of charging up many a bull with unsatisfactory
3ervice
.
"The pregnant cow should always be the herdsman's special care.
She only drops one a year on an average. To save a good calf means to save a
large part of the herdsman's salary, sometimes a year's salary. And right
here is where you find the greatest difference in herdsmen. Keeping the co,7s
bred up and saving the calves, far more than makes or loses the salaries of the
cest men. When the matron that is due has been on gras3 and raised naturally
little need be done, the salves usually coming strong and hselthy. The calves
dropped on the green sod seldom get infected. Of course you have always the
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maggot, the screw worm or coyote to remember, depending on your location. The
commonest evil is too much new milk at birth. Stale milk has killed many a
calf. Therefore sea to it the mother is proparly stripped once daily even at
pasture, and more especially should there be a retention of the placenta. It
is astonishing how little the calves need to live on during the first weak and
how much damage can be done by too much, especially if the milk is stale or
the mother at all feverish. In winter the calf cot i3 all -important. It
should be cle?.ned and aired out every day and a little slacked lime sprinkled.
It is always worth what it cost in the field. Do not wait till your calves
get the scours, coughing, wheezing and running at the nose, then rush to town
for disinfectants and diarrhoea aedicine and hr.ve a general houseCleaning and
a lot of sick calves. Prevention is always wise.
"The young calf is better beside the dam from 3 to 6 weeks of age.
Then it can be put in the calf cot and nursed twice daily, 12 hours apart.
This is especially good with a heifer's first calf. It develops her udder
and mak3s her a better mother in the future. Supply the calf cot with the
choicest morsel or hay and have shelled corn, oats, bran and a little oilcake
in silage, so they can nibble at will. What good millers they are and how
they enjoy doing their own grinding. But a word of caution about silage:
"ever let a young cslf get frozen or musty silage. Alfalfa is rapidly
replacing roots and silago, but I still oelieve good silage the best substi-
tute for milk.
"The yearlings and two-year-olds in the open sheds need lots of
roughness and should have some grain. Never let them stop growing a day if
you expect to raise good young cows at the least possible expense. And
remember that water is an all-important factor in winter a3 well as 3ummer -
not once every other day or a bellyful of ice water once a day. What a mint
of money is lo3t in the cattle business in this country for want of water
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summer and winter J
"Alfalfa and silage are rapidly changing feeding conditions
throughout this country but the general principles are still the same. It is
still the good herd bull and the breeder who stays close to nature, watching
the little details which the other breeder ignores, that forges ahead and gets
the ripe persimmons . "
There is no doubt but that Warren T. McCray of Xentland, Indiana,
has, by c our.'on consent, climbed to a plane, in the beef cattle business, that
is reached by only a few of his contemporaries. In practical herd manage-
ment in The Story of the Herefords, he writes as follows:
"Regarding the management and feeding of a herd I would suggest
that one of the jiost necessary attributes of a successful cattle manager and
feeder is a liberal endowment of good wholesome commonsensa, or it might be
more nearly correct to say good cattle-sense. There is a distinction be-
tween the two that comes naturally and they in whom the two are combined are
the most successful cattlemen. I have never made any great discovery in
the feeding and management of my herd. One's success or failure depends upon
the care and watchfulness of the feeder. He must be regular, attentive
and watchful. He must know the particular characteristics of each animal
unier his care and cater to them, so that the animal will at all times do its
0S3t .
"I am a great believer in the out-of-door life for the breeding
herd. Tature has made laws which have never been improved upon by man. The
only thing to watch is that the cattle have plenty of feed and water. Do not
over-stock the pastures. Leave plsnty of feed in them for fall and winter.
Last winter I kept a bunch of dry cows on a good blue -grass pasture until the
middle of January ar;i they were as fat as one would wish when removed.
"Te comrence feeding our calves a3 soon as they are old enough to
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sat and keep thif up until they are past the yearling atage. I have several
small lots or grass paddocks and the young bulls are divided up and placed in
these over night, but in the day time they are put in their stalls to protect
the?, from the flies and heat. 7e OOmattnoa to breed the heifers when they are
from twenty to twenty-four months of age, and begin to use the bulls lightly
when they are about fifteen months old. I have never practiced in-and-in-
breeding to any great extent as I always considered it a dangerous proposition.
However, I am now conducting some experiments by breeding some daughters of
Perfection Fairfax to some of his sols which had dams with a decided out-cros3
and j»hoss strong characteristics I want to maintain. I am hoping for satis-
factory results but at this time I am not qualified to speak from experience
on that subject.
"I have found a great deal of pleasure in the pursuit of cattle-
breeding. The acquaintances and friendships formed among cattlemen are the
most loyal and lasting that can be made. The business has also been most
profitable, but aside frcia this there comes great pleasure and satisfaction in
the feeling that one is really doint; something in the world that is worth
whil3, in trying to produce and improve an animal that contributes more to the
sup-ort and material welfare of humanity than any other."
IS THF BLUE GRASS REGION.
The firm of Luce and Moxley has seen no long stride to prominence
in the pure bred cattle business. In practical herd management in The Story
of the Herefords, Vr. Moxley writes as follows:
"In this part of the state we usually have good bluegrass for
grazin- from May to middle of December. Our Herefords need no attention as
far as feeling .goes during this season. The calves that come during this
eeaeon are left with their dams until bad weather comes, when they are taken
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to the barn and if old enough are weaned and fed a mixture of corn, oats, bran,
and either cottonseed meal or oilmeal.
"The cows with calves at side are fed silage, cottonseed meal and
a little hay. These cows are kept up at night and run to shock fodder in the
day-time if the weather is not too bad. The dry cows are left out and run to
a strawrick and 3hock fodder, unless we have a mean spell of weather, then they
are fed a little hay. Ws aim to start our cows into the winter in the best
shape possible. The cows that calve in the early spring are taken up a month
before caivin- and fed the same as the cows with calves at side. Ey putting
the younger calves in pens with older on«s they soon begin to eat a little f#«*d.
Te take the best of care of our calvss until they are about fifteen months old.
It ia our experience that if we do this we have very few of the cheap kind.
All of our breading is done by halter. We have a small herd and find this plan
quite satisfactory."
FITTING FOB SHO^.
On of the older generation who is prepared to speak on the subject
is Jim Powell. Writing on practical herd management in The Story of the
He re fords, he say3:
"In starting to select a herd for showing I sho lid get yearlings.
In selecting these get smooth heifers with plenty of size, something that will
make big cows. I would notice especially that they had good head3, with not
too large horns, and that they were good in their heart -girths, and had good
level backs with straight hind-quarters, and that they came down well in the
round and that the tail jiras not set on too high. I would try to get them as
near the same siae and type as possible.
"Upon the selection of the bull a great deal depends, fcr he is
more than half the herd. You want a bull to have a good bull's head, not
feminine, wide between the horn3, and with a short thick neck. He should be
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wide between t'r.e logs, with a good compact brisket. Be sure that he has good
big bone something that can carry .veight. Another very important point to
notice is th^t he is good in the haart-girth, and has a good level back and
straight quarters. He should have a good thick mellow hide with good coat of
hair, whi:h denotes the good feeder.
"In feeding a herd I have found that corn and oats ground togather
in the proportion of two-thirds corn and one-third oats is a good winter feed.
Alfalfa, timothy or clover make good roughness. In the summer I would reverse
the r^.tio, making it one -third corn and two-thirds oats. In starting a young
herd about 2 quarts of chops, 1 of bran and a half pound of cottonseed cake
three times a day is a good feed. This can be increased to 4 quarts of chops
as scon as the cattle get on their feed. However, different animals vary so
much in the amount of feed they require, that it is impossible to give any stated
quantity. Always be sure your feed-boxes are empty before feeding, as
cleanliness is important. Xever give an animal more than it will clean up.
If any is left in the box, take it out before feeding again. If they do not
seem anxious for their feed skip a meal. A little sulphur with their feed
twice a week is good to give them an appetite and also to keep them healthy.
"Now, I think calves she ;ld h?ve nothing but the cows' milk until
they are three -ionths old. Then comzsnce to feed a little cottonseed cake,
with oats and bran, as I think cake is the next thing to milk for young calves.
Then they are six months old, they should have about 2 quarts of oats and bran
and a half pound of cake three yimes a day, besides the cows 1 milk. Then they
will not lose their calf fat after weaning.
"In training young cattle much patience and time are required.
In the first place tie then up in their stalls and handle them in there. Then
commence leading then out. Have a ouggy whip in your hand and make them
stand when vou want them to. A light cut on the nose will do this. Try to
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make the a: stand with their front feet well under them, not spread apart, and
then they will show a good level back. Make them stand at ease. Do not try
to do too much at once, as tne calf may become sulky. They should have plenty
of exercise.
"The young bull should hive a boxstall, with a good yard to run in,
to as to keep him good on his feet. In the spring, when the grass is good,
I would let the herd run out day and night, feeding them twice a day. When
the weather gets warmer I would keep them in by day and turn them out by night.
"When the herd is brought back from the fairs great care must be
taken tc let them dowr. easily. Feed twice a day, taking away about one-third
of the feed. In a week or two, thi3 may be cut down to one-half. But do
not stop feeding, as you want to keep your herd in good thriving condition.
In place of the corn chops, I would now feed about 2 pounds of cake with
roughness, and this should carry a herd through."
Ed Taylor's ideas of how to fit cattle for show, as told in The
Story of the Herefords, are as follows:
"!iuch has been written from time to time regarding the fitting and
handling of cattle in preparation for the showring, and a few trainers agree
as to the variety of feeds and maxhods pursued in the undertaking. Like the
old lady who kissed her cow, it's everyone to their notion. There are no set
rules to work by. Animals differ very materially in their dispositions,
aptitude to fatten, etc. But there are a few fundamental principles which
aF?ly quite generally to the art.
"First of all, the man must be in love with his occupation and
charges, and gain their confidence. He should also be a good and impartial
juige, and as quick to see the defects in his own cattle as in those of others.
One who get3 so enraptured with his own as to think they are the only pebbles
on the beach i3 sure to be a bad loser, or as Burns puts it: If nature* d but

the 'giftie gie us, to see ourseis as ithers see us." Eternal vigilance must
be the fitter's watchword, and regularity and system cut no small figure in the
gaz:e.
Having selected the prospective winners and provided comfortable
quarters, a light, well-ventilated base-.r.ent, with -.veil-bedded, roomy boxstall3,
makes a nice place and he should be ready for business. In fly time the
windows may be curtained through the heat of the day, and no unnecessary dis-
turbance should be allowed around.
"I think that the calves are tae easiest fitted members of the
herd, and I shall touch on tnem first. Given plenty of milk and a mixture
of grains, if they are of the rig it kind they will put on plenty of bloom.
Calves seem to have a weakness for shelled corn, and this mixed with equal
parts of ground oats and bran and kept where they can have access to it at
will for the first three or four months of their lives will put them in shape
so that one can select those most likely. Occasionally an outstander puts
in an appearance, about which there is no question when only a day or two old,
but this is the exception rather than the rule. When the calves are about
four months old I think it better to feed the corn ground, and add a small
amount of oilmeal, feeding what they will clean up at once. Absolute cleanli-
ness of feed-coxes and stalls is essential with all, especially with calves.
"The yearlings receive similar treatment to the calves. Some
prefer to continue with the milk portion of the ration while others think it
time to call a halt when they graduate from the calf clas3. With a few
exceptions I usually followed the latter course. It is when he gets to the
two-year-old and older cattle that a fitter's discretion is put to the test,
and right hare many a one has met hi3 Waterloo. The time ha3 come now when
corn must be handed out sparingly. More oats, a little barley if obtainable,
succulent feed3 such as roots, and anything that will aid tnem to hold their
(t
k
t
3v
oin without a tendency to obesity or patchiness should be used. Ground or
cracked wheat is very helpful at this stage, but should be fed aparingly to
start with. A double handful of bright clover hay, cut fine with a chaff cutter
and mixed with each feed of grain, lightens the ration and makes it more easily
assimilated in hot weather. I prefer to dampen the feed just enough to make
it gritty, not sloppy.
"Exercise is a very important matter. A small pasture lot handy
to the barn so that the females can run out nights through the hot weather, and
suitable yards for the bulls are indispensable. All should be well halter-
croken and taught tc stand properly and show to best advantage. The feet should
h?ve close attention and Le trimmed when necessary. The coat and skin must
be kept clean by brushing and dampening occasionally; too frequent washing
dries the hair and causes it to become thin. I never advocate rasping and
paring the horns and polishing as we to often 3ee them; it savors too much of
the artificial. I think they look more natural with the rough shell and
scratches taker, out, and just wiped over with an oiled rag.
"There are many small details in connection with the business, and
it is a difficult matter to touch on all, but I have tried to cover the ground
in a general way. When a boy at home I have often heard my father say, 'One-
half goes in at the mouth.' And while there is a good deal of truth in the
assertion I think that is a pretty big percentage. As an illustration I recall
a remark made by my old f riend, Robert Ewart, of Erowniale fame, in regard to
a cow I was showing at the Minnesota State Fair some years ago. In those
days all breede comp3ted for championship-by-ages and she was a formidable
candidate for that honor. After looking her over carefully he turned tc me and
said, 'If the old bull (meaning her sire) r.ad done half as much for her as
you have, she would be a world beater.'
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I "In preparing cattle for the auction rir.g the chief object is to
have them in as good flesh and aa presentable as possible. Fat hides a mul-
tipliOity of faults, and while many breeders claim to discriminate against
highly finished animals for breeding I notice these are invariably the ones
which command the highest prices. Whenever a sale falls flat and prices rule
loir the reporter's comments usually state the cattle were too thin to warrant
the appreciation they deserved, or something to that effect. So there is
little to be said other than to have each lot number in good consistent breed-
ing condition (not overburdened, of course), well broken to the halter. Having
been washed a day cr two previous, and tneir coats dressed up for the occasion,
they should present a good appearance and bring their full value. The vendor
who values his reputation will of course guarantee all animals to be breeders.
The show ring and wale ring record of the Fairfax cattle attest
the ability of James Hendry as herdsman and manager. Writing on practical
herd management in The Story of the Hereforls, he says!
Eef ore
"I came to America in 1392. a I came to this country my experience
with cattle was very little, but what I had was with Angus, with Alex. Geddes,
Blairmors, r-laas. I started with the Hereford3 at greenwood, Mo. I ,7as
but a helper then. The first taaper I used to wish I had the cattle back in
Scotland away from flies and heat. But as fall crept on and homesickness left
me I began to see I was mistaken. The old imported cows cane up in the fall
so fat and sleep, and the nice curly calves by tneir sides made me think I was
in the land of promise and made me forget h3at and flie3.
"I went to Kentucky in the fall of 1901 to take charge of the
Beau Donalds and Mr. Curtice had a line-up of calves which was vary easy to
pick from. They were low-down, chunky fellows with coats of hair like velvet.
I always try to get a calf with good back, not too long coupled, nice snort head
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and good straight hind legs. I conusance as soon as I think tha dan: is not giv-
ing enough milk and help out with a nurse cow - not too much to start with,
one nurse cow between two calves until grass. Then if prospects are good for
show calvsa, which can he told by this tiite, I jive tiieui a fresh nuros cow and
dry up the iv 3. 7'he-. about six weeks old I commence to put a little cracked
com and oats in a trough whe ra they can learn to eat. In summer time I keep
them in a dark, clean, cool stall away from flies, with plenty of water beside
them. H it in the winter months I turr. ther. out in a dry lot with plenty of
sunshine. I ;t do not stand them in the mud a foot deep all day and expect them
to do their best. The better care and feed you give them the first y3ar of
their life tha better herd of cattle you have. It doe3 not take so much when
they are calves. Remember, it ia not every calf that comes up to my estimation
as a show calf by any means, because they have to have a good constitution and
stand up to ever; meal and bawl for the nurae cow. Bull calves are harder
to handle than heifers. They are more restless and sometimes you have to
put them in single boxstalls or tie the.- up.
"And for fitting older cattle I might say a good deal. But of
course there are differences in cattle. Some g3t too hard and the next too
3oft, so one has to gauge the different feeds on them. I do not believe in too
much corn. ^ore breeding cattle are ruined on corn than anything else.
I generally mix my feed - cran, 100 pounds; corn, 150 pounds; oats, 150 pounds;
cut hay, 30 pounds, and oilmeal, 10 pounds. Towards show time I add a little
molasses or something sweet and it make3 thorr. eat a little more. And it helps
their hair to rrow. Bat remember, never feed the/, more than they will clean
up at any time. Water is as important as feed, as they have to get plenty all
the time. '-'eep your 3talls clean and well disinfected all the time, because
they love a good clean stall the same as we do a bed. In your spare time in
winter get a good stiff brush and crush them, as it makes the hair soft and
curly. "se it as much as possible against the hair. Some people try to say

that too much brushing will take out the hair, but I have naver found it that
way, as the more brushing you give them the better fix you get their hair in.
I do not mean to use a curry-comb but a good stiff brush. A curry-comb is
liable to pull out the hair.
"As show time draws near wash them onc9 a week. It helps them
and also the calves. It breaks thee; so that when you wash them at the fair
they are not so liable to get homesick as the calf generally does the first
two weeks after you leave home. The best way to fit a herd i3 to stay right
with it and raise your calves and kaop showing them until they are mature
cattle. Then you can sse something you have dons, and are not moving every
year as seme of the boys do. They cannot know in that length of time what
success they are to have, as some years we have better prospects than others.
"Ir. conclusion, I love to raise show cattle from babyhood up.
And no one loves them more than I, but when the buyer comes along I am willing
to sell and wish him success, and try and raise a better one."
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PURE 3RFES AT THE UNIVERSITY.
The University of Illinois maintains a large herd of beef cows of
the Shorthorn, Aberdeen Angus, and Hereford breeds. In the winter the herd is
housed in one large bam, recently constructed for that purpose. The barn is
well-lighted and ventilated at all times so that the cattl9 do not stand in
foul air or in darkened corners. The herd bulls are fed a grain ration con-
sisting of ground com, oats, and bran in equal amount3, with some alfalfa hay
or clover hay. They are not fed any silago. They have free access from their
stalls to open lots and blue grass paddocks in summer, where there is plenty of
clean, fresh water at all tiai33.
The mature cows are fed a ration of ground corn, oats and bran
of equal parts, with some alfalfa, clover, and silage. During the day time
the cows are given the run of cinder lota except in cold, wet, rainy weather,
luring the winter months, when the weather is not too cold, the cows are left
outside the barn over night.
The cows are bred as they come in heat, except in special cases
where it is desired to have a calf dropped to fit for a particular showing class.
Some inbreeding is practiced in this herd with good results. Just before
calving, the cows are placed in a large, roomy box stall and kept well bedded.
The feed is not changed until after calving, when the cow is given a pail of
warm water and a few feeds of bra:i mash. The navel of the calf is disinfected
immediately with iodine. The cow and calf are kept in the stall together
for a few days, when the cow is given her place back in the line of tie-stalls.
The young calves are then allowed to 3uckle their dams night and morning, and are
usually given a nurse cow in addition. As socn as the young calves are old
enough to eat, they are given all they will clean up of a ration of ground corn,
oats, and bran in equal parts, and one-tenth part oil meal, with a little cut
alfalfa. Hone of the young calves are fed any silage. In the summer the cows
It*.
sd calves are turned out on blue grass pasture or mixed pasture and giver, a
United amount of grain night and morning. The celvee have access to a creep,
where thsv are fed a mixed grain ration and one-tenth part of oil meal.
After veaning, the calves are allowed the run of blue grass or
mixed pasture and are all fed their grain together in a large stall. The
cs'-tle that are being fitted for show are given special care in the way of feed
and nurse cows. They are kept in a cool, shady portion of the barn during the
day time, away from the heat and flies, and covered with blanket3. They
are turned out at night on blue grass pasture. They are fed three times
daily on a ration of equal parts of corn, oats, and bran with one-tenth part of
oil meal, and in case they do not fatten as fast as they shoald, more oil meal
is aided ar.i about 2$ of black strap molasses. As shot time approaches, the
cattle are washed occasionally, the rough hair trimmed off, and the feet
triamed and horns shined. In so far as possible, the cattle are cared for by
one man only, as a change or irregularity in the personal care may throw them
off feei. In order to obtain the highest iegree of success in fitting cattle
for show, the feeder must be rrost intimately acquainted with hi3 cattle. He
must know their habits, their likes and dislikes, know when to increase or
decrease their feed for only "the eye of the master maketh his cattle fat
ar.i the righteous ;r.an is merciful to his beast."
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TABLE XVII. 8U10URT OF MAINTENANCE OF BEEF BREEDING- COWS AVERAGE OF
THKEF WINTERS DECEMBER X > - NOVEJBFR co t J.V14.
Lot I Lot II
10 Shorthorns 10 Angus
Average length of winter 154,6 154.6
Initial weight per cow 1179.546 1142.899
Final weight per cow 1267.531 1198.186
Gain per cow 87. 986 55.287
Total feed per let 91010.41 89201.91
C. S. M. 1546. 66 1546.66
Average daily feed per cow
Com silage 58.83 57.63
Cottonseed meal 1 1
Cost of feeds
Corn silage $3.50 $159.27 $156.19
C.e.lL. $30.00 $23.22 $23.22
Feed cost per cow $18.25 $18.44
Bedding per cow
109O# • $8 4.35 4.35
Labor for feeding 2.33 2.33
Value of inanure per cow $1.56
net cost of wintering one cow $17.61 $17.50
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TA2LT. XIX. SUMMARY 0? SQM0EB8 1913 - 1913 - 1914
Lot I - Shorthorns Lot II - Aberdeen
Angus
Sumer period (days) 210.3 210.3
Initial wt. per cow 1203.375 1174.895
Final wt. per cow 1258.521 1189.519
Gain per cow 50.146 14.725
Interest on cow pasture 56.00 55.00
Interest on calf pasture 6.31 13.16
Labor cost 8.03 8.03
Total cost per cow 7.034 7.710
SUMMARY OP SUMMERS 1915-16 AKD ANEUAL COST PER C0YT.
Lot I - Shorthorns Lot II - Aberdeen Ang1
Ave. length of roomer (da) 210 210
Ave. initial weight 1181.38 1139.09
Ave. final -..eight 1248,49 1212.40
Ave. gain in weight 67.11 73.31
Ave. weight of calve6
supported per cow 249.31 360.53
Interest on cow pasture 4.63 4.63
interest on calf pasture 1.09 1.53
Labor cost per cow .77 .77
ITet cost per cow 6.49 6.93
Mortality risk per cow 1.33 1.33
Mortality risk per calf 2.02 2.02
Interest on value of cows 6.00 6.00
Service of sire 2.00 2.00
lepreciation and equipment 1.50 1.50
Cost of wintering per cow 22,97 23.23
Total annual cost per cow 42.31 43.04
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PLATE III.
Lot ITI of ta':ls IY. "ins cows and calves on 9 acres of mixed pasture.
S\nner of 1915. Picture taken Oct. 4, 19 16.

PLATE IV 66
Lot I of table V. Fight cows and calve6 on c. )5 acres of sweat clover.
Sumner of 191?. Picture taken a few weeks aft^r cattle were turned on ths
pat ture.
Lo: III of tacle V. I.'ine cowt and calves on 9 acres of mixed pasture.
Sum.er of 13 17. Picture taken soon after cattle were turned on pasture.

PLATE Y. 6?
Lot II of table V. Five cows and four calve* on 2.5 acres of mixed pasture.
Slander of IS 17. Picture taken soon after cattle were turned on pasture.
Lot IV of tabic V. Ten cows and calves on 15 acres of mixed pasture.
Sunx.er of IS 17. Picture taken soon after cattle were turned on pasture.



Lot III of table XI.
Lot IV of table XI.

PLATE VIII. 70
Lot V of table XI.
Winter quarters of experimental cattle in project 223

PLATE IX. 71
Lot IV of table XI. Cow with twins born six days apart.
Lot IV twin pictures taken at the age of nine days and three days. The larger
one is the younger one.
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